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On the next 4 pages, you will find several detailed specialized
instructions that will help you install our 1969-72 Chevy or GMC
Truck Classic Update Kit, P/N 510089, into your 1967-68 Chevy
or GMC Truck. These instructions along with the parts and
specialized harnesses from the 510334 Jumper kit will need to
be used in conjunction with the corresponding instructions and
many parts, from the 510091 Dash, the 510093 Front Light, and
the 510095 Rear Body kits. These various different modifications
include adding all or some of the following special jumper harnesses: windshield wiper switch, 1967 only front parking lamp,
and 1967 stepside only rear tail lamp extensions. The balance of
the 1969-1972 Chevy and GMC Truck kit will install into any
1967-68 Chevy or GMC Truck without any further modifications.
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1. Remove the wiper switch connector from location number 12 on the ‘69-’72
dash harness, 510091 - bag G, as shown above by simply inserting a small
screwdriver or thin pick into the face of the connector and releasing the locking
tabs on the 3 terminals (be sure to lift those locking tabs back up once the terminals have been removed so they will lock into the new connector in step 2).
2. Install the lt. blue, dk. blue, and black wires from the wiper switch connection of
the dash harness, 510091, into the new 3 position connector A from kit 510334. Be
sure to maintain color continuity with the New Wiper Switch Extension Harness. If
for some reason you damage the wiper terminals of the original dash harness, new
ones have been provided for you in the 510334 kit. Simply cut off the old terminals
and crimp the new ones on prior to plugging in the new connector.
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3. Plug the New Wiper Switch Extension Harness B onto connector A from step 2
above, then plug this new connection onto your 1967-68 wiper switch to complete
the wiper circuit of your 1967-68 Chevy or GMC Truck.

Wiper
Switch Extension
67-68 Chevy & GMC
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1. The 1967 Chevy truck parking lamp mold-on connections used a unique
blade configuration, and as such, you will need to use the 1967 parking
lamp extensions LH U (light blue and brown), and a RH V (dark blue and
brown) contained in kit 510334 to complete your front parking lamp
connections.
2. Assemble the 510093 - bag L front light kit as shown on the that instruction set with the exception of the front parking lamp connections. Instead
of plugging your light blue, dark blue, and brown parking/turn signal lamp
wires into connectors H as shown on instruction set 510093, plug them
into connectors X contained in kit 510334 as shown above maintaining
color continuity with the LH and RH parking lamp extensions.

1967 Front Parking
Lamp Extensions
67-68 Chevy & GMC

2. Plug the new LH and RH parking lamp extensions U and V onto your
newly completed 510093 front light kit as shown above, then plug those
extensions into your 1967 front parking lamp assemblies to complete the
LH and RH parking lamp circuits of your 1967 Chevy Truck.
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1. The 1967 Chevy STEPSIDE ONLY truck tail lamp mold-on connections
used a unique blade configuration, and as such, you will need to use the
1967 tail lamp extensions LH Y (yellow and brown), and a RH Z (dark
green and brown) contained in kit 510334 to complete your rear tail lamp
connections.
2. Assemble the 510095 - bag M rear body kit as shown on the that
instruction set with the exception of the stepside tail lamp connections
shown on sheet 3 of that instruction set. Instead of plugging your yellow,
dark green, and brown tail/turn signal lamp wires into connectors H as
shown on instruction set 510095 sheet 3, plug them into connectors X
contained in kit 510334 as shown above maintaining color continuity with
the LH and RH tail lamp extensions.
2. Plug the new LH and RH tail lamp extensions Y and Z onto your newly
completed 510095 rear body light kit as shown above, then plug those
extensions into your rear tail lamp assemblies to complete the LH and RH
tail lamp circuits of your 1967 Chevy stepside truck.

1967 Stepside
ONLY Rear Tail
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67-68 Chevy & GMC
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